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Abstract: In Discrete Event Simulation the whole running time is mainly determined by the type of data
structure intended to manage the pending event set. The Bounded Sequential Searching (BSS) Priority Queue
is a pending event set implementation proposal for which empirical evidence of good performance, under the
Hold Model, is shown. The complexity of BSS associated algorithms are assessed and some implementation
guidelines are given. BSS main features are commented and finally a list of open problems and current work
is remarked.
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INTRODUCTION

In Discrete Event Simulation (DES) events are
represented by objects or notices capable to record,
amongother items, the time at which the associated event
is to occur. After an event generation, due to the
occurrence and evaluation of prior events, the
correspondingnotice is properly inserted (scheduled) into
a data structure from which it is to be removed later on.
The pending event set is the set of all generated but not
yet evaluated events[12]. When the tasks associated to
previously removed events are over, the simulator scans
the pending event set in order to extract and evaluate the
next event, i.e. the one with the least value of time. This
mechanism performs a Priority Queue over the notices,
where their times are the priority values[9]. The whole
simulation running time is therefore strongly tied to
the type of data structure used to hold the pending
event set and, thereby, to the algorithm designed
to manage it. A number of alternatives for this
Priority Queue implementation has been proposed
throughout the literature, none of them being considered
thebest [1,2,11,13,14,15]. In particular, a linkedlist, where every
element is a notice, performs well enough in spite of its
simplicity (in fact, because of it), but only for very few
events. This report attempts to reach a good efficiency
level with a list-based implementation but for larger sized
Queues. The proposal resembles the searching method
that successively divides a sorted list, detecting and
dividingagain the segmentthat allocates the searchedsite.
Through this mechanism, searching success can be
guaranteed only after logB NB-1 notices are checked, being
N the list size and B the number of segments in which the

Fig. 1: Searching complexity.

whole list or any of its subdivisions is split in
every time. Figure 1 depicts the Searching Complexity
for this mechanism. The method that we are about
to introduce also attempts to successively divide and
scan t he segment where the searched site is known to
be, but it does it following a different pattern than the
former.

To carry out this process on a sorted linked list, an
auxiliary supporting substructure ought to be added.
Section 2 explains a mechanism to build such a structure,
while Section 3 comments its main properties. Empirical
results shown in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 prove that this
implementation proposal satisfactorily works out events
management in DES scheduling for a wide range of
events Queue sizes. The algorithms complexity are
assessed in Section8, someimplementation guidelinesare
given in Section 9 and our conclusions are issued in
Section 10.
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Bounded Sequential Searching: In a Queue
implemented by a sorted singly-linked list, where every
node is an event notice, searchingsuccess for the insertion
site can only be guaranteed after N nodes are checked,
being N the number of nodes already enqueued. Let's set
a bound to this process by stating that "no search should
have to check more than B nodes", being B a fixed value.
So, if a new insertion is required after the Queue has
reached the size B , a supporting substructure is added, to
avoid the traverse and checking of the resulting B+1
nodes in the next insertions. An auxiliary node is then
inserted in a parallel auxiliary queue to be placed above
the events located in position P in the events Queue
(beingP=ceiling((B+1)/2)) and copies to itself thetime of
the pointed event (see Figure 2). Thereafter, insertion
searches starts on the Header of the just added supporting
queue by comparing the new node's time to the one
consigned in the just inserted auxiliary node. Afterwards,
searching continues in the events Queue, either from the
Header or from the event pointed by the auxiliary node,
according to the former comparison. Insertion process
continues until further insertions make one of the two
determined segments reach the size (span) B+1. Then a
new auxiliary node is inserted in the corresponding place
of the parallel queue. Afterwardssearches still start from
the Header of the auxiliary queue, but up to two
comparisons are made now in order to decide the event
from which searching must continue in the events Queue.
The supporting auxiliary queue may grow until its size
becomes B+1. Then a new parallel supporting queue is
added above the existing one and, consequently, the
searching starting point is moved up to the Header of the
lastly added queue. All nodes of a certain level queue

Fig. 2: First auxiliary node insertion

point to some other node in the level below, but not vice
versa. Looking at Figure 3, the prior statement cannow be
rewritten into, "no search will have to check more than
B nodes in any of the queues". Therefore the cost of
Sequential Searching can be bounded by B in every
queue, because B is actually the maximum number of
nodes to be checked in every level. Thereby the name of
"Bounded Sequential Searching (BSS) Priority Queue"
given to the proposed structure.

Even under no explicit equivalence between nodes
and links, BSS outline suggests the existence of an
underlying m-ary tree. The number of BSS nodes is
higher and some of the tree links corresponds to BSS
paths. Nevertheless, both structures arrange nodes under
similar patterns and perform searches similarly.

BSS Features: Being s the span of every segment of a
BSS Priority Queue, because of removals, only for the
first one in every level (the most at the left), holds the
relation 0£s£B, while for all the rest, (B/2)£s£B. If a long
sequence of insertions is executed, where the time for
every event is taken from a uniformdistribution, the span
of all generated segments will follow a distribution in
which most of them will have the value (B/2). The next,
in decreasing proportion, will be (B/2)+1, (B/2)+2,..., B
(see Figure 4 for the case B=16). But if (rather than taken
from a uniform distribution) times for the events to be
inserted weregenerated byan algorithm like t=tli+r, being
tli the time of the last inserted node and r always the same
positive value, all spans will converge to (B/2).

None of these tested evolutions may ever occur in
real applications, but they both give a clear idea about the
way the construction of the structure actually progresses
and likewise of the relation between the average span of
the resulting segments and the incoming events temporal
distribution. In fact, the average span is the value that,
more than any other, determines the searching time.
Another interesting feature (under the hypothetical fact
that all spans s were fixed at the same value) is shown in
Figure5. There, the size of the whole supporting auxiliary
structure, measured by the number of auxiliary nodes, is
shown.

Fig. 3: BSS Construction (B=2)
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Fig. 4: BSS Span distribution

Fig. 5: BSS Supporting structure

As BSS was designed to perform DES scheduling,
regardless of special cases, removes will always occur on
the first node, the earliest. If used for different purposes,
likea dictionaryimplementation, wheredeletions can take
place on any of the nodes, removes might have to be
followed by an insertion to re-establish the relation
between segments span s and the bound B, but only
if the removed node was pointed by one or more
auxiliarynodes. This problem wouldincrease the running
time, however it is not frequent in DES over ordinary
models.

BSS Filling: For a fixed value of B , the insertion time
should grow logarithmically with t he size of the
Queue. This fact was outlined, by the analysis of a
similar method, in Figure 1. Some insertions may
carry out additional insertions (in higher levels) while
some other may not, so the number of auxiliary nodes
inserted may vary between zero and the number of
supporting queues already in the structure plus one.
This number depends on the span of the segments
through which insertions may progress, but neither on
the size, nor on any sort of threshold in the number of
events alreadyenqueued. This is a considerably important
BSS feature, because no response "jumps" are ever
expected.

Fig. 6: BSS Filling time

Fig. 7: BSS Empty time

The number of trials should then be as large as to let
all kind of insertions occur, in order to arrive to results
statistically reliable. Algorithmically, time responses
increase together with the value of B, because as B tends
to 2 the mechanism tends to the Binary Searching[6], i.e.
the fastest (even when possible, B=1 leads to an
impractical configuration). But conversely, low values of
B rebound in a high number of auxiliary nodes (and
queues), with their associated added computationaleffort
(see Figure 6). This is the reason why the best
performances are (experimentally) found to happen for
values of B between 4 and 16, for a wide range of Queue
sizes.

BSS Empty: Concerning the number of removals to try
in an "only remove" test, the criterion is now to make sure
that columns of every existing height are to be deleted.
For a determined value of N, removals are faster as the
value of B grows higher because the number of
auxiliary queues and therefore the density of auxiliary
nodes, find their highest values for B=1. Henceforward,
removing time decreases as B grows higher, converging
to the values of the sorted singly-linked list
implementation, with no auxiliary supporting structure
above (see Figure 7).
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Fig. 8: BSS Hold time

Fig. 9: Hold time (I)

BSS Hold: The Hold Model[4,8] is the most accepted
model to test a DES scheduler. It performs "long"
sequences of "one removal followed by one insertion"
where: a) The scheduler must be sufficiently full and, b)
The time set to the inserted event is obtained by addition
of a random value to the time read in the just removed
event.The interpretation of the Hold tests can be aided by
the "only remove" and "only insert" tests done so far.
Actually, the main effects of both tests interact, making
the Hold time grow for low values of B , because of the
cost introduced by managing a high number of auxiliary
nodes and also grow for high values of B , because a low
number of aux iliary nodes ind eed rebound
(algorithmically) in higher searching times. Figure 8
shows these two facts for different values of N.

BSS vs. Other Priority Queue Implementations:Again
under the HoldModel, BSS is now confronted to different
implementationsof DESscheduler. Linear is the simplest,
performing only sequential searching over a sorted
simply-linked list. It is the fastest as long a the number of
events is kept very lowbut it deteriorates as the size of the
Queue grows higher. Implicit Heap is one of the oldest
implementationbased on a heap-ordered tree[6]. The nodes

Fig. 10: Hold time (II)

Fig. 11: Hold time (II) as BSS ratio

are allocated into an array and the traverse through the
structure is carried out by simple calculation on the array
index value. After insertions or removals the heap
property is reestablished by swapping nodes, just like in
the heapsort sorting algorithm. The value of B has been
set to 8 for all BSS trials. Two different ranges of Queue
sizes were tested. Figures 9, 10 show the results.
Figure 11 shows the same hold times of Figure 10, but
converted under the assumption that BSS performs a time
of 1, for all the values of N.

BSS Complexity: Span determination is suggested to be
done as shown in Figure 12. But in the following analysis
the BSS will be thought as to have the average value s for
all spans. Let Ni be the number of nodes whose value of
t might need to be compared to the one of the node to be
inserted, in every level queue. So that, being N the total
number of nodes in the events queue:

N1 = N+1, N2 = N1 /(s+1) = (N+1)/(s+1),..., Nh = Nh-1

/(s+1) = N1 /(s+1)h-1 = (N+1)/(s+1)h-1.

The average value, s, should also be accepted for the
highest level queue number of nodes[10] and considering
also its Rear, because it is susceptible to be checked,
(s+1) will then be the average for Nh. It then follows that
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Fig. 12: BSS Span determination

(N+1)= (s+1)h and therefore h = logs+1(N+1). Prior to an
insertion and in order to seek the site to allocate the new
node, the searching process starts at thehighest queueand
iterate making (s+1) comparisons in every visited level.
So the average number of comparisons will be C = (s+1)
× h = (s+1) × logs+1 (N+1). An O(log N) behavior is then
proved for the average insertion time.

For any given N, as s grows higher, h shrinks and
vice-versa, so determination of the value of s for which C
reaches its maximum is not immediate. However, under
certain constraints on B (and therefore on s), this
determination leads to an O(log N) worst case insertion
time[10].

The key to assess removals complexity is the height
of the column of nodes to be withdrawn in each removal
operation.These columns includes one event node plus an
additional number of auxiliary nodes, that may vary from
0 to (h-1). Even though when Rears are not removable
nodes, in order to approach removal complexity
analysis, to consider them as if they were, reports an
important simplification[10]. Under this assumption, a
maximum of N1=(N+1) consecutive removals can be
performed any time. Out of those, only (N1-N2)
corresponds to columns of height1, (N2-N3) to columns of
height 2 and so on. The average height of the removed
column[10] will then be

H= [1+(s+1)-1+(s+1)-2+...+(s+1)-(h-1)+(s+1)-h] = 1 + s-1 -
(s+1)-h

The value of h grows together with N, so that limN®¥

H = limh®¥ H = (s+1)/s. It then follows that the average
removal time is O(1). So in a long sequence of removals,
the average height of the column to be withdrawn does
not depend upon the Queue size. It's clear though that
Hmax = h = logs+1 (N+1), meaning that the worst case
removal time is O(log N).

A remarkable fact is that the costs of all operations
(either average or worst case) are tightly related to the
value of s, which is ultimately determined by a
combination of the selected value of B and the temporal
distribution of the events.

Fig. 13: BSS Insertion process

BSS Implementation Guidelines: The BSS Priority
Queue structure was developed in the C-programming-
language[10]. In this paper we only sketch the insertion of
auxiliary nodes and queues. Whenever a new event
insertion is required, searches are launched from the
highest auxiliary Header and a Sequential Searching is
carried out in every level queue. A pointer from every
auxiliaryHeader, calledTRAIL, is set to keep track of the
last node whose time was not higher than the time of the
node to be inserted, in every level queue (see Figure 13).
After the insertion process has reached the lowest level,
the set of nodes pointed by TRAIL is composed byall the
left extremes of the segments to which a new auxiliary
node may eventually have to be added. A maximum of
three level queues are involved in the insertion process of
every auxiliary node, the Headers of which are X, Y and
Z. Level X (the lowest) will always exist since, in the
worst case, the events level does exist, empty at least. So,
X is the level in which an insertion has actually occurred
(either of an event, or an auxiliary node). Y and Z may or
maynot exist and the role of each one of them is: for Y to
eventually allocate a new auxiliary node and for Z to just
modify the corresponding span in case the insertion of the
auxiliary node would have occurred in Y.

Conclusions: As a good balance of efficiency and
implementation simplicity, BSS Priority Queue can
perfectly fix the needs of a DES general purpose
scheduler. If searching comparisons are properly coded,
the implementation is stable, i.e. events with the same
time value are retrieved in FIFO order. The factof having
a well bounded worst case for insertions and removals
(better than O(N)) makes BSS also suitable for real-time
systems scheduling applications.

Even though it requires the set of B as an operative
parameter, experimental results show that there is a wide
range of Queue sizes for which B can be fixed to the same
value, without losing efficiency. In a sense, this reminds
of the well-known Henriksen's structure[4] and its
"maximum sublist size" parameter, usually set to 4.

BSS algorithms are easy to program. No resize
operation is ever necessary and there's no sector devoted
to the overflow[2]. The construction mechanism and its
resulting structure are as simple and clear as to let
variations be attempted.
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The considerable difference in favor of BSS
Priority Queue, compared to the classical Implicit Heap
(Figures 9, 10 and 11), has encouraged us to extend the
scope of experiments and tests. Thus we are currently
working on: 1) Comparison to other implementations
under different events temporal distributions and larger
sized Queues; 2) Implementationof other Priority Queue
operations, like deletion and time modification of any
notice already enqueued; 3) Construction using different
types of node, attempting to distinguish and separate
events and auxiliary zones, as much as possible (e.g., a
specific type for auxiliary nodes and another, user
selected, for the events); 4) Inclusion of a mechanism to
adjust the value of B , in execution time, expecting to yield
temporal distribution independence.

Experimental Design: All tests measurements reported
were performed in a Pentium-MMX PC with 32 Mb of
RAM and a 166 MHz clock,running the operating system
Linux(Kernel v2.0.36). The programming language was
C and the compiler was gcc v2.7. Neither the "only
insert", nor the "only remove" test report the "single
operation time", but the whole time taken to either
completelyfill or emptya BSS Priority Queue instead. On
the other hand, for all the Hold operations reported the
average "single operation time" is shown. Sequences of
105 "only insertions" and "only removals" were timed
(using a random time for the notices). For the Hold
operations the BSS Priority Queue was (randomly) filled
up to the desired size, then a sequence of 106 Hold
operations was performed to let it reach the steady state
and finally another 106 operations were measured and
averaged. All random numbers used were taken from the
Exponential distribution, obtained as -log(drand48()).
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